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executive summary

Over the past decade, states have played an increasingly important role in providing financial  

support to renewable energy projects, with funding often derived from state-established public  

benefit funds. The financial support tools for renewable energy projects have ranged from rebates  

to competitive grants to loans. complementing these tools has been a set of public policies— 

tax incentives, net metering and interconnection rules, renewable portfolio standards—passed by  

state legislatures and regulators. recently, the American recovery and reinvestment Act (ArrA) also 

provided significant funding to states to support clean energy investments. The purpose of this report 

is to describe the many financing options available to state energy offices, municipal governments, 

and other energy agencies for utilizing public funds for clean energy project support. The report  

analyzes their strengths and weaknesses and identifies best practices. One key finding is that,  

while each tool has its own strengths and weaknesses, the use of these tools as a portfolio  

of approaches creates the most robust, effective programs.
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Throughout the country, states are looking for ways to 
support distributed renewable energy projects. There 
are several reasons why states support the growth of 

distributed renewable energy generation: 

•	 Market	Transformation: High, upfront costs of renewable 
energy technologies discourage installations of these 
technologies. by accelerating demand for and the rate of 
adoption of these technologies, states can help to drive 
manufacturing innovation, increase scale and bring capital 
costs down, leading to more widespread adoption.

•	 Environmental	Benefits: distributed renewable genera-
tion can reduce greenhouse gases and other pollutants 
associated with power generation. This benefits public 
health both locally and globally.

•	 In-State	Economic	Benefits: A robust renewable energy 
market creates jobs for distributors, installers and manu-
facturers of these systems.

•	 Reduced	Consumer	Electricity	Costs: renewable energy 
systems have no on-going fuel costs and help customers 
immediately and permanently lower their utility bills. 

•	 Supply	Diversification: distributed generation helps 
states to reduce their dependency on certain fuels and 
central generation facilities.

•	 Grid	Security: distributed renewable energy can reduce 
the stresses on electric distribution grids, particularly in 
periods of peak power demand. This lowers the risk of 
blackouts and the need for costly grid upgrades.

This Toolkit provides an overview of financing tools that 
states are using to advance distributed renewable energy 
technologies. The portfolio of options is broad and includes 
some tools which can be used in any state regardless of the 
state’s political or regulatory climate or particular renewable 
resource mix. 

introduction

What’s in the toolkit?

FInanCInG	ToolS
•	 Rebates
•	 Performance-based	incentives
•	 Grants
•	 Loan	programs	(direct	loans,	subsidized	interest,		

directed deposits, PAYS)
•	 Loan	guarantees
•	 Leases
•	 REC	Purchases
•	 Feed	in	Tariffs	or	Standard	Offer	Contracts

Tax	 InCEnTIvES
•	 Investment	Tax	Credits
•	 Sales	Tax	Exemptions
•	 Property	Tax	Exemption
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EvaluaTIon	CRITERIa
In evaluating each of these financing tools or programs and 
their appropriateness for a given market and technology, 
states should consider the following criteria: 

•	 Does	it	facilitate	market	transformation? The financing 
mechanism should allow the state to gradually diminish 
support over time, drive technology cost reductions, and 
enable the building of a mature market.

•	 Is	it	adaptable	to	changing	market	conditions? The 
financing mechanism should be flexible in response to 
changing market conditions, such as a breakthrough in 
technology or price.

•	 Does	it	increase	investor	confidence? A financing program 
should be designed for longevity in order to make the 
market more predictable to investors.

•	 Is	it	economically	efficient? For public funding to be 
used efficiently, the program design should provide only 
the incentive level required to make the project viable.

•	 Is	it	sustainable? can the program be maintained and funded 
for a sufficient duration to achieve market transformation?

•	 Does	it	have	low	administrative	costs? The financing 
program should require fairly low administrative costs and 
be simple to apply for and participate in without excessive 
administrative burden.

•	 Is	it	open	to	wide	participation? An effective financing 
program will offer an appropriate type and level of incentive 
to address the specific needs of a wide variety of technologies, 
sectors, and participants, including low income customers.

•	 Does	it	leverage	private	capital? The financing tool must 
fill financing gaps that private capital cannot meet; it should 
not replace the need for either private equity or debt.

•	 Is	it	measurable? Program results must be able to be 
measured in terms of completed projects, quantity of energy 
generated or saved, and financial leverage obtained.
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the important role of public benefit funds

before describing the range of financing programs 
available to states, it is critical to emphasize that all of 
these programs are dependent on the establishment 

of robust, predictable and long-term funding sources. Today, 
most of the states’ financing programs for clean energy are 
made possible through the establishment of a Public benefit 
Fund. Public benefit Funds (PbFs) are special-purpose funds 
set up to support renewable energy and energy efficiency 
investments within a state. They are typically funded through 
a modest surcharge on utility bills, although they may have a 
more specific source of funding (for example, a negotiated 
settlement with a utility). Sixteen states have PbFs that support 
both renewable energy and energy efficiency projects while six 
other states have PbFs which support energy efficiency only.1 

PbFs have a number of benefits as a legislative and adminis-
trative mechanism to support clean energy projects. While many 
PbFs arose out of utility restructuring, they can work regardless 
of whether the utility sector is deregulated or traditionally 
regulated (i.e., vertically-integrated utilities with traditional 
cost-recovery ratemaking). PbFs allow for the use of an equi-
table funding mechanism (i.e., a charge per kWh of electricity 
consumed) without depending upon an annual state budgeting 
process for continued funding. A PbF offers significant flexibility 
in how funds are applied to support renewable energy and 
energy efficiency, allowing the funds to respond to market 
opportunities and conditions. Finally, by creating an equitable 
funding structure, the cost of a PbF to each ratepayer is 
known in advance. 

The size of public benefit funds varies widely from state to 
state as a percentage of retail electric sales. Public benefit 
funds for energy efficiency have been established at levels  
of up to 2.5% of revenue while renewable energy funds  
typically have not exceeded 0.75% of revenue.

Funds can be administered through a new state agency set  
up for that purpose, an existing state energy office or an  
independent entity, such as a public benefits corporation2 or 
a non-profit organization.3 Whether run through an existing 

agency or independent entity, it is critical that the legislative 
or regulatory structure protects the fund from “raiding” for  
a state’s general revenue fund. Since the source of funding is 
generally a designated utility rider (rather than a tax), funds 
should be designated and protected for the purpose for which 
they were collected. Nevertheless, it is critical in both legisla-
tive language and regulatory decisions that the funds collected 
be explicitly protected for use in supporting clean energy. 
Other means to protect the funding are to 1) minimize fund 
balance carryovers from year to year, 2) ensure independent 
evaluations of fund expenditures and results, and/or 3) estab-
lish an independent board to guide and promote the fund.

A critical challenge for PbFs is to ensure the durability of the 
fund itself. Long-term funding sources are essential in building 
robust markets for renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
Programs should run a minimum of five years because mar-
kets take time to build, and programs take time to implement 
effectively. comprehensive, independent evaluation of programs 
should be conducted at least annually. These evaluations 
help to guide the direction of the fund. more importantly, 
they give a clear picture to regulators and public officials  
with respect to the cost-effectiveness and energy savings/
energy production attributable to the programs.

1 This does not include utility-run efficiency programs funded through a systems benefit charge.

2 For example, the massachusetts renewable energy Trust. 

3 For example, Wisconsin energy conservation corporation administers Wisconsin’s Focus on energy program.
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leading public financing tools and mechanisms

Rebates 

rebates	are lump-sum payments that cover a portion 
of a renewable energy project’s capital cost and are 
normally paid to the project owner upon project instal-

lation. Funds offer rebates for a defined set of widely-available 
renewable energy technologies—solar photovoltaic, solar 
hot water systems, geothermal systems and small wind tur-
bines. rebate programs establish specific criteria for eligibil-
ity—for example: system size, performance standards, and 
the use of approved installers or application (e.g., residential 
or commercial). rebates are generally capacity-based subsi-
dies in which the absolute amount of the rebate is a function 
of the size of the renewable energy system installed. 

rebate levels are ideally based on the market cost of a tech-
nology and the desired support of that technology. many states 
provide rebates based on a fixed dollar amount per watt of 
installed capacity. An important feature of these programs is 

that rebate levels can be adjusted downwards as the cost of the 
technology declines, other state or federal incentives become 
available, or market acceptance of a technology increases. 
rebates can also be capped based on a maximum dollar amount 
per project or maximum project size. Table 1 lists current re-
bate levels for residential solar photovoltaic systems offered 
by several leading state clean energy funds. rebates for  
commercial-scale systems are generally lower.
 
STREnGThS	
•	 Supports	Market	Transformation: by providing financial 

support to a large number of similar projects, rebates help 
to drive market demand, bring installed costs down and, 
over time, reduce the need for the rebates.

•	 adjustable: rebates can be adjusted from one program 
cycle to the next based on market conditions, changes in 
state or federal tax laws, and program goals. They can also 
be tailored to give differential or preferential support to 

Table	1.	examples of	current residential Solar PV Incentives

State Rebate	level	($/Watt)
Maximum		
System	Rebate notes

arizona		
(arizona	Public	
Service)

$3.00/watt 50% of project 
cost up to $75,000

California $1.10 -1.55/watt (varies by 
utility, incentive declines as 
more systems are installed). 

None Alternative performance-based incentive of  
$0.15-$0.22/kWh. Performance-based incentives  
required for non-residential systems >30kW

Maryland $1.25/watt (1st 2kW)
$0.75/watt (from 2-8kW)
$0.25/watt (from 8-20kW)

$10,000 maximum system size eligible for rebates: 20kW;  
home energy audit required

new	Jersey $1.75/watt $17,500 (10 kW) Subtract $0.20/watt if no energy audit performed;  
owners can also sell solar recs

new	York $3.00/watt (1st 4kW), then 
$2.00/watt (next 4kW) 

$20,000 (8 kW) Applies to NYSerdA coverage area only; individual utili-
ties have different incentive levels; incentives can be 
reduced based on siting factors (shading, orientation)

oregon $2.00 -2.25/watt $20,000 Varies by utility

Wisconsin $1.50 per kWh of  
production per year

25% of system 
cost up to $35,000

Production estimated, based on rated system  
performance and siting factors

Source: www.dsireusa.org and individual program websites. 
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different types of applications (e.g., commercial, municipal, 
affordable housing) or projects in certain geographical 
areas of a state.

•	 Provides	upfront	Capital: rebates provide much-needed 
capital to projects, reducing financing requirements and 
accelerating return on investment. Upfront rebates reduce 
financial risks associated with renewable energy projects, 
enabling faster market growth.

•	 low	administrative	Burden: Once rebate levels and 
program budgets are set, rebate processing is relatively 
simple. Applicants fill out a form confirming their and the 
project’s eligibility, providing proof of purchase/installation 
and demonstrating that they have met any other program 
conditions (for example, the use of a certified installer). 

•	 Equity	of	opportunity	to	Participate: rebates are equitable 
to the extent that system owners are eligible regardless of 
income levels or ability to submit a successful grant proposal 
that may be required for “competitive“ funding opportunities.

•	 Facilitates	Program	Evaluation: At the end of a reporting 
period, programs can report exactly on the program spend-
ing and the resulting installed system capacity as well as 
renewable energy generated.

WEaknESSES
•	 Creates	Rebate	Dependency: customers may only install 

renewable energy systems when rebates are available. If  
the rebate levels decline or the programs end, demand for 
the technology may drop off. This is partly due to the high 
level of rebate support that states have determined is 
needed to move the market for certain technologies.

•	 Economically	Inefficient: It is challenging to set economi-
cally efficient rebate levels to prevent over- or under-subsidi-
zation, and to provide only the incentive level necessary to 
make projects viable. For example, one homeowner may 
install a solar PV system without regard for system payback 
whereas others may not install a system unless it pays for 
itself within ten years. In addition, commercial projects 
may be economically viable with much lower incentives 
because of their ability to more fully utilize available state 
and federal tax incentives.

•	 Depletes	Program	Funding: rebate programs use up 
program funding with no recovery. Once the funds are 
awarded, they are spent with no return back to the fund.

•	 uncertain	Project	Performance: Traditional rebate pro-
grams can specify equipment specifications and installer 
qualifications; but they generally cannot control site selec-
tion or long-term system performance. As a result, some 
programs are moving towards performance- or output-based 
incentives. See the discussion on performance-based  
incentives below. 

•	 not	Well	Suited	to	Emerging	or	non-standard	
Technologies: rebate programs are best suited for 
market-ready, standard technologies and are not appro-
priate for supporting nonstandard technologies or early 
stage technologies. 

The extension and expansion of federal tax credits  
for solar and small wind systems in 2008 is encourag-
ing many clean energy fund managers to revisit their 
rebate levels. combining the 30% federal investment 
tax credit with rebates that can cover up to 50% of in-
stalled costs provides support levels in excess of what 
may be needed. Fund managers should revisit incentive 
levels to evaluate total (state and federal) incentives 
relative to system costs and prevailing electric rates  
in the area. For example, in late 2008, New Jersey’s 
board of Public Utilities reviewed rebate levels in light 
of changes in federal incentives and elected to lower  
residential rebate levels for all new projects going  
forward.
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BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	
FoR	REBaTE	PRoGRaMS
Since rebates have been the most widely-used public financing 
mechanism for distributed renewable energy, state experiences 
in administering these programs have led to an extensive set 
of best practices. below is a sampling of these practices:4

•	 Ensure	Program	Continuity: ensure that rebate programs 
run for several years with limited programmatic changes 
to build market awareness and dealer support. renewable 
energy systems have long purchase-decision cycles.

•	 Partner	with	Dealers	and	Installers: These partnerships 
work to both the program and market’s advantage by 
building consumer confidence, ensuring quality installa-
tions, increasing competition and lowering the costs of 
installation (eventually allowing for reduced rebate levels).

•	 Promote	Technology-Friendly	Policies: rebates by 
themselves will not help to build a market if potential  
customers are thwarted by policy barriers ranging from 
unfriendly local building codes and zoning restrictions  
to restrictive net metering and interconnection rules.

•	 Provide	Clear,	Consistent	Eligibility	Rules: rebates can 
offer differential support based on project location, owner-
ship type and system size; but these distinctions should  
be clear, equitable and simple.

•	 Ensure	System	Performance: Provide rebates only for 
approved equipment and/or installers. Hold back a portion 
of the rebate amount until local building officials or other 
designated agencies verify systems are operating properly.

•	 Market	the	Program	Effectively: create an effective 
marketing plan to establish the value proposition of solar 
energy (lowering electric bills) and make consumers aware 
of the creative, easy-to-use solar financing offerings avail-
able to make solar affordable.5

•	 use	Declining	Funding	Blocks: consider distributing the 
rebates more or less evenly over a series of funding blocks 
of decreasing incentive value to reflect anticipated cost 
reductions over time.

 
performance-based incentives

Performance-based Incentives (PbIs) are tied to system 
performance and actual energy generation rather 
than units of installed capacity. PbIs are paid on a per 

kilowatt-hour basis for a fixed number of years. The idea behind 
PbIs is to encourage good system siting, the use of equipment 
that meets performance specifications, quality installations 

and ongoing maintenance. PbIs can also reflect the relative 
“grid value” of a technology or system. For example, solar PV 
systems located in densely populated urban areas could con-
ceivably receive higher PbIs because those systems reduce 
distribution system stress during peak load periods.

PbIs are not the only way to assure that performance criteria 
are met. Other approaches include equipment standards and 
warranty requirements, installer training and certification,  
design and siting standards, post-installation inspections and 
ongoing system monitoring. However, fund managers are 
adopting PbIs as a way of shifting the risk for system perfor-
mance to the system owner.  

A number of different PbI models6 can be used. These include: 

1. a multi-year incentive that is based on actual system  
performance,

4 For a more extensive analysis and best practice recommendations specifically targeted at solar PV (although applicable to other technologies), see “mainstreaming 
Solar electricity: Strategies for States to build Local markets”, written by clean energy Group, April 2008, available at www.cleanegroup.org/reports.

5 See “Smart Solar marketing Strategies: clean energy State Program Guide” written by clean energy Group and SmartPower, August 2009. www.cleanegroup.
org/Reports/CEG_Solar_Marketing_Report_August2009.pdf.

6 A thorough discussion of approaches to performance based incentives can be found in a joint LbNL/ceSA report. “designing PV Incentive Programs to  
Promote Performance: A review of current Practice”, November 2006, available at www.cleanenergystates.org/library/reports.

 example—rebate program 

Wisconsin’s	Focus	on	Energy program has a strong 
quality control dimension to its solar electric cash-back 
rewards program. First, it provides support for renewable 
energy site assessments to ensure that projects are 
feasible prior to submission. Second, its incentive system 
is based on estimated production rather than simply 
capacity. System capacities are adjusted for tilt angle, 
azimuth and snow and obstacle shading to calculate 
estimated annual kilowatt-hour production. In 2009, 
rebates ranged from $1.50 to $1.00 per kWh generated 
over an average year for systems owned by tax-paying 
customers, and from $2.00 to $1.50 kWh generated over 
an average year for systems owned by not for profit and 
governmental (i.e., non tax-paying) customers. rebates 
were limited to 25% and 35% of system cost and a 
maximum of $45,000 and $75,000 for tax-paying and 
non tax-paying customers respectively. To further quality 
assurance, all projects must use a qualified installer. New 
installers must be either NAbceP certified or attend a 
recognized advanced installation course and have their 
first installations reviewed. Over the first eight program 
years, 450 residential and 225 non-residential systems 
have been installed. 
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2. expected performance-based buy-downs, i.e., making an 
upfront rebate payment but adjusting it to the expected 
performance of the system based on rated system efficiency 
and siting factors,7

3. incentive holdbacks, where a portion (50% or more) of a 
rebate is paid 6-12 months after system installation upon 
submission of performance data, 

4.  a “compressed” PbI providing performance incentives only 
over the first year’s operation of the system (in essence,  
a rebate paid in installments), and 

5. paying PbIs on estimated rather than verified system output, 
based on system size, rated efficiency and site charac- 
teristics (to reduce system monitoring requirements). 

In establishing PbI programs and incentive levels, program 
managers need to make several decisions related to project 
technologies and sizes, customer classes and duration of  
the incentive payments.

These decisions include: 

•	 Project	Technologies: While the number of solar PV in-
stallations makes them the principal target for PbIs, PbIs 
can also be used for small wind systems, solar hot water 
and even anaerobic digesters.

•	 Project	Sizes: PbIs can be used for any size project. However, 
they may be more appropriate for larger-scale projects (for 
example, solar PV installations of 25 kW or larger). because 
there is more exposure of ratepayer or other public dollars 

per project, these larger projects are more easily financed 
without an upfront, capital cost buy-down, and performance 
monitoring is less of a burden.

•	 Customer	Class: PbI incentive levels should be set sepa-
rately for residential, commercial and public-sector projects 
to reflect both size-related system cost differences and  
the differential ability to utilize state and federal tax  
incentives.

•	 Duration	of	Incentive	Payments: PbIs are not a long-
term guaranteed rate; they are an incentive paid out over 
time. One year may be long enough to verify system per-
formance while reducing ongoing monitoring and admin-
istrative costs. Five years may help program budgeting  
by spreading payments out over time while encouraging 
on-going system maintenance; but it will carry a longer 
administrative burden. 

It is important to draw a distinction between a PbI and feed-in 
tariffs (described later in the Toolkit). A PbI is not a “tariff” designed 
to cover the market premium needed to support renewable 
energy installation and is not intended to provide long-term 
price support. rather, it is a way to support projects while 
protecting the use of public dollars by aligning PbI awardees’ 
financial interests with the performance-related interests  
of the fund. 

There is some overlap between PbIs and net metering laws. 
Since most distributed renewable generation is installed  
in states with net metering, system owners already have  
an incentive to select, install and maintain their systems to 
maximize performance. PbIs serve to reinforce that incentive.

STREnGThS	
•	 Economically	Efficient: While PbIs do not address upfront 

financial need, they guarantee that the greatest incentives 
go to the most productive projects.

•	 Reduces	Risk	and	Motivates	Quality	Installations: 
Production incentives reduce the financial risk of poorly-
performing projects. because they are based on energy 
output, production incentives can ensure that applicants 
are thoughtful about technology and site selection, instal-
lation and system maintenance. A poorly-performing project 
will receive less support over the life of the incentive than 
a high-performing one. 

•	 Sustainable: Spreading incentive payments out over a 
number of years may allow a program to support more 
projects over time.

•	 leverages	Private	Capital: PbIs place the burden of upfront 
capital costs on private debt and equity contributions.

7 A number of states, including california, Wisconsin and New York, adjust standard rebate levels based on site characteristics and rated performance of  
a system. See, for example, a description of the calculation of these adjustments found on pages 32-36 of the california Solar Initiative Handbook found  
at www.gosolarcalifornia.org/documents/CSI_HANDBOOK.PDF.
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•	 avoids	“PTC	haircut”: Upfront rebates or grants can affect 
the ability of projects that are eligible for federal production 
tax credits to fully claim these credits. Upfront capital pay-
ments may also reduce the depreciable basis of a project. 
based on previous IrS rulings, an ongoing production  
incentive should not have these impacts. 

WEaknESSES
PbIs also have disadvantages relative to capacity-based rebates: 

•	 Provides	no	upfront	Support: PbIs do not help to over-
come upfront, cost barriers for renewable energy systems 
unless they are paid up front, based on estimated system 
performance. Therefore, they may be better suited for  
1) systems installed at the time of building construction 
when their costs can be wrapped into a mortgage or  
2) systems owned by third parties.

•	 Declining	Time	value	of	Money: rebates or grants are 
worth more than the equivalent support through a PbI. 

•	 ongoing	obligation: PbIs impose an ongoing financial 
obligation by the sponsoring entity. 

•	 ongoing	System	Tracking: PbIs require the measurement 
or at least some estimation of system performance to make 
periodic payments based on this performance. These  
requirements may increase administrative costs. 

BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	
FoR	PBI 	PRoGRaMS
•	 Tailor	PBIs	to	Projects	and	ownership	Status: PbIs 

should reflect differences in costs between small and large 
systems and differences in tax status among owners.

•	 Minimize	administrative	Burden: Particularly for smaller 
systems, PbIs should be based on expected, rather than 
actual performance. This expected performance should  
be based on both rated system capacity and site charac-
teristics. Systems should also be spot-checked to ensure 
ongoing performance.

•	 limit	length	of	Payments: even for larger systems, 
PbIs should not be paid out over a long duration (e.g., life 
of the system) but, rather a period that is long enough to 
stretch out payments while proving system performance.

•	 Set	PBI’s	Based	on	Required	Rate	of	Return: For commer-
cial systems, in particular, the level of PbIs should be set to 
allow a target rate of return for project owners to achieve a 
rate of return, inclusive of other state and federal incentives.

grants

Grants can provide financial support to projects at dif-
ferent stages of project development from feasibility 
assessment to construction. Grants are used for larger, 

less standard projects where the degree of required project 
support and the expected energy output of the project can 
vary considerably. Grants are also useful for demonstration 

projects or pre-commercial technologies. Finally, grants can 
be used for all types of technologies and project sizes when 
program funding is limited. This allows program managers  
to award project support on established criteria and strategic 

 example—pbi program

California has introduced a PbI for solar systems between 
50 kW and 1 mW in size. This program offers a PbI of 
$0.22–$0.37/kW depending on location and system 
ownership (commercial or public/non-profit). The PbI 
will gradually decline as more solar capacity is installed. 
After January 1, 2010, all systems over 30 kW in size 
must use these performance-based incentives instead 
of rebates. california also has an “expected Performance 
based buy-down” (ePbb) for residential systems sys-
tems below 50 kW, which combines a performance-
based incentive with the simplicity of a one-time rebate. 
The ePbb is based on a formula that combines system 
capacity, system rating and a design factor reflecting 
site characteristics. For details on this program, see 
Section 3.2 of the california Solar Initiative Handbook, 
www.gosolarcalifornia/documents//CSI_handbook.pdf.
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program objectives rather than “first come, first served” 
awards as in rebate programs. 

Grant programs are run through a solicitation or request for 
proposal (rFP) process and require applicants to put together 
a comprehensive application package including technical, 
economic, environmental and financial details on their project. 
Program managers review applications and determine whether 
to support a project and at what level of funding, sometimes 
using external advisory groups or consultants with technical 
expertise. Grant funding can also be awarded through a  
“reverse auction” process in which projects bid against one 
another, and grants are awarded to the set of projects that 
request the least amount of funding.

In “best practice” grant programs, the program managers do 
much more than issue rFPs, evaluate applications and make 
awards. The program manager partners with the project de-

veloper or owner to ensure that the project is successful and 
public funds are well-spent. This involves ongoing assistance 
with a project’s technical issues, zoning or permitting approval, 
financing and construction.

States have developed a range of competitive solicitations for 
grants, from highly structured to more open and competitive 
solicitations. Highly structured competitive solicitations, less 
structured solicitations, and a willingness to accept certain 
unsolicited applications all have merit in certain circumstances. 
The benefits of clearly defined competitive solicitations (identi-
fying a distinct technology area, such as wind or fuel cells)  
lie in encouraging competition for limited funds, potentially 
lowering costs. They also result in an open and less politically 
sensitive proposal selection process. many states have deter-
mined, however, that a more open competitive solicitation is 
appropriate to encourage new technologies and innovative 
proposals.

Table	2.	examples of evaluation criteria for Grants

Team	and		
Qualifications

•	 Relative	commitment	of	applicant	and	applicant	understanding	of	project	compared	to	other	similar	
applications. related criteria may include the applicant’s commitment to proceed to construction,  
and the applicant’s impetus for the project.

•	 If	applicable,	the	commitment	of	other	key	players,	such	as	site	property	owners	(if	different	than	 
the applicant).

•	 Qualifications,	experience,	and	commitment	of	the	key	technical	personnel	in	providing	similar	 
services for other projects.

Project		
Characteristics

•	 Suitability	of	site	and	on-site	energy	load	for	proposed	project.
•	 Proposed	renewable	energy	system	technical	feasibility,	efficiency,	and	onsite	utilization.
•	 Economic	analysis	or	estimates	supporting	the	ability	of	proposed	project	to	meet	or	exceed	 

the end user’s target payback threshold. 
•	 Feasibility	of	ownership	model(s).
•	 Project	risks	relative	to	similar	proposed	projects.
•	 Development	progress	and	timeframe	relative	to	similar	proposed	projects.
•	 For	new	construction	or	major	renovation	projects	seeking	additional	green	building	incentives,	 

evidence of overall commitment to relevant standard.

Project		
Programmatic	
Benefits

•	 Use	of	commercial	technologies	new	to	State	(e.g.,	PV	tracking	system)
•	 Location	in	an	electric	utility	congestion	area;	improvement	of	homeland	security	or	system	reliability.
•	 Diversification	of	projects	based	on	renewable	energy	technologies,	building	applications,	and	 

geographic distribution throughout the State.
•	 Potential	for	replicability	-	the	degree	to	which	the	project	provides	lessons 

applicable to other projects. 
•	 Potential	for	public	visibility	and	access.

Scope	of	Work	
and	Schedule

•	 Understanding	of	deliverables.
•	 Clarity	and	reasonableness	of	work	plan	(realistic	goals	and	timetables).

Incentive		
Request

•	 Cost	benefit	of	dollars	requested	per	watt	relative	to	similar	proposed	projects.	
•	 Amount	of	request	relative	to	overall	project	budget.

Budget •	 Reasonableness	of	the	budget	relative	to	the	proposed	level	of	activity	and	deliverables.
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For all competitive solicitations, it is important to establish 
clear criteria by which a proposal will be judged.8 common 
criteria employed by states include: 

•	 The	impact	of	the	proposal	on	the	renewable	marketplace
•	 Cost/kWh	generated
•	 The	visibility	of	the	project
•	 Financial	assuredness	of	the	proposal
•	 Potential	for	securing	and	leveraging	private	financing
•	 Environmental	and	public	benefits

Table 2 provides a more detailed set of criteria that can be 
used in evaluating grant requests.

STREnGThS
•	 Focused	Solicitations: rFPs can be targeted to focus on 

particular technologies, market segments or geographic areas.
•	 Project	Selectivity: competitive grant programs allow 

fund administrators to select projects that best meet the 
criteria of the solicitation or strategic needs of the program.

•	 adjustable: Grant awards can be adjusted based on the 
financial needs or other criteria of a particular project,  
the number of applications, and available funding. 

•	 leverage	Private	Capital: Grants typically only cover a small 
share of a project’s overall cost and therefore effectively 
leverage limited public dollars.

•	 Supporting	Demonstration	Projects: Grants can encourage 
pilot and demonstration projects. 

•	 Program	Publicity: Since projects are often more unique 
and fewer in number, grants provide an opportunity to 
generate publicity for both the project and the fund.

WEaknESSES	 	
•	 Excessive	awards: Grants may provide more support to a 

project than is needed, eliminating project risk and reducing 
the role of private capital (debt or equity) in the project.

•	 Fewer	awardees: Although projects which receive 
grants are generally larger, there are fewer of them than  
in a rebate program. This may limit the political base of 
support for the program. Legislators enjoy seeing projects 
in their districts.

•	 high	administrative	Costs: The grant application and 
review process is time consuming for both the applicants 
and the fund program staff. The application process may 
discourage good projects from seeking funding, particu-
larly in a competitive program with limited funding.

•	 no	Guarantee	of	Project	Results: Grants can be awarded 
to projects that ultimately never get built (although grant 
funds remain un-spent) or perform below expectations.

BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	 	
FoR	GRanT	PRoGRaMS
•	 Ensure	Focused	RFPs: rFPs should be targeted specifically 

at the technologies and/or sectors the fund is trying to 
support. different technologies may require different rFPs.

•	 Establish	Clear	Evaluation	Criteria: The rFP should con-
tain clear and specific evaluation criteria. This will both 
help applicants and allow grant reviewers to review each 
application consistently.

•	 Grant	awards	Should	Be	Based	on	Project	need: Grant 
awards should be based on the project’s, not the applicant’s, 
financial need. They should fill a funding gap required to 
meet a reasonable rate of return on the investment  
and take into consideration other available incentives  
and financing opportunities available to the project.

•	 Consider	Emerging	Technologies: Grant programs should 
consider how best to support emerging technologies to 
drive innovation and new markets. However, the fund may 
wish to be protected from these projects’ increased risk by 
requiring greater matching funds or providing a portion  
of the grant at time of project commissioning.

•	 Provide	Milestone-Based	Payments: Grant awards can 
be paid out over time based on a project reaching specific 
development milestones. This will reduce the financing 
burden on the project owner. At the same time, fund man-
agers should be able to “un-commit” funds for projects not  
moving forward in a timely fashion.

8 See the rFP for the Vermont clean energy development Fund grant program as an excellent example of a competitive grant solicitation. http://publicservice.
vermont.gov/energy/ee_files/cedf/July2009CleanEnergyDevelopmentFundRFP.pdf
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loan programs

Loan programs	have been used by states for both re-
newable energy and energy efficiency improvements. 
These programs help to reduce upfront cost barriers of 

renewable energy systems and improve upon the standard 

credit and lending terms that may be available for these sys-
tems from private lenders. There are several types of loan 
programs that have been offered by states—each has vary-
ing degree of capital requirements, risk and administrative 
responsibility.

DIRECT	loanS
With a direct loan program, an agency or fund underwrites 
and manages a portfolio of renewable energy project loans. 
The initial capital for this program can be appropriated from 
the state or allocated from a state clean energy fund. The 
state can also issue a tax-exempt bond to provide the initial 
capital base for the loan program. Payments on the bond are 
supported by interest payments on projects receiving loans 
from the loan fund. The program can be established as a re-
volving loan fund in which principal payments from one loan 
are used to make subsequent loans. Under a direct loan pro-
gram, interest rates may be at or below interest rates offered 
by private lenders for similar projects. because the program’s 
underwriting team has greater understanding of renewable 
energy technologies, economics and risks, a state-supported 
loan program may be more likely than private lenders to 
both underwrite a given renewable energy loan and pro- 
vide favorable terms.

STREnGThS
•	 adaptable: Loan programs supported by PbFs or other 

state programs can offer below-market interest rates and 
longer repayment terms to match the actual energy pro-
duction and cash flow of the project over time.

•	 Sustainable: A loan program allows the state to deploy 
capital and recover it with a return, to be used or loaned 
again (assuming no defaults).

•	 Fills	lending	Gap: A state-sponsored loan program is 
more likely to approve renewable energy loans than pri-
vate lenders because the loans are consistent with policy 
objectives and underwriters are more familiar with the 
technologies.

•	 Provides	Project	Screen: Loan approvals by state-sponsored 
loan funds provide a mark of confidence to other investors or 
private lenders who may provide additional project financing. 

WEaknESSES
•	 high	Capital	Requirements: The capital required to 

establish a public loan fund may exceed that required for 
rebates or grants since project loans may need to cover a 
larger share of the project cost. For example, a state clean 
energy fund might provide $100,000 in grant assistance 
but a $600,000 loan for a $1 million project. In addition, 
public loan funds cannot leverage dollars as private lenders 
can. If a loan fund wants to support $10 million in project 
loans, it must have $10 million available in the fund. If a 
private lender wants to underwrite a portfolio of $10 million 

 examples—grant programs 

•	 Connecticut:	The connecticut clean energy Fund’s 
Onsite renewable distributed Generation Program 
provides flexible grant support to buy down the cost 
of renewable energy generating equipment. The level 
of support for individual awards will vary based on 
the specific economics of the technology and proj-
ect with a maximum grant per project of $4 million. 
There is a technology-specific funding cap per watt 
of capacity. Additionally, the program offers grants 
of up to $50,000 per installation to support site-
specific technical and financial feasibility studies. 
http://www.ctcleanenergy.com/default.aspx?tabid=95

•	 nYSERDa: The New York State energy research and 
development Authority has issued a recent solicitation 
for grants to support the manufacturing of renew-
able energy and energy efficiency products in New 
York State. maximum grants are up to $1.5 million 
per company. (http://www.nyserda.org/funding/	
1176summary.pdf )

•	 Massachusetts	Renewable	Energy	Trust: massa-
chusetts’ clean energy fund has a wide range of grant 
solicitations including a commonwealth Wind grant 
program for community-scale wind projects. This 
program provides financial support for site assessment, 
project feasibility and, ultimately, wind turbine instal-
lation. (http://www.masstech.org/renewableenergy/
CommonwealthWind)

•	 Wisconsin	Focus	on	Energy: Wisconsin has been a 
leader in the promotion and installation of anaerobic 
digesters and energy generation through biogas 
combustion for many years. Wisconsin’s program 
offers grants up to $250,000 for qualifying systems. 
In addition, Wisconsin provides extensive feasibility 
and technical assistance to dairy farmers considering 
the installation of a digester. (http://www.focuson

	 energy.com/Incentives/Renewable/Biogas)
•	 Energy	Trust	of	oregon: The energy Trust of Oregon 

supports the “above-market costs” of projects utiliz-
ing “emerging technologies” as well as existing 
technologies in new end uses. The energy Trust retains 
a project’s renewable energy credits in exchange 
for the grant support. The energy Trust also provides 
grants covering up to 50% of feasibility study costs.  
(http://www.energytrust.org/grants/up)
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in loans, it can borrow funds from other banks or syndicate 
these loans.

•	 Principal	Risk: The loan fund assumes the risk of loan defaults.
•	 high	administrative	Costs: The lending team must have 

(or sub-contract for) the capability to evaluate both project 
risk and credit risk. Loan funds also require ongoing loan 
servicing and monitoring.

•	 Competition	with	Private	lenders: State-sponsored loan 
funds can be perceived as competing with private lenders.

•	 Remaining	Equity	Gap: Projects still need upfront, equity 
contributions (i.e., generally, loan funds cannot provide 
100% financing). 

•	 no	Project	Financing: Unless set up to provide project 
financing, loan programs only provide funds at project 
completion.

•	 May	Impact	Federal	Tax	Credits: The federal Internal 
revenue code reduces the value of renewable energy  
Production Tax credits by the value of “subsidized energy 
financing.” If the loan program offers a below-market inter-
est rate, the entire principal amount of the loan would be 
considered a subsidy. Note that this provision has been 
temporarily lifted for Investment Tax credits under the 
American recovery and reinvestment Act.

BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	 	
FoR	DIRECT	loan	PRoGRaMS
The ideal renewable energy loan program would have sever-
al attributes relative to loans offered by commercial lenders:

•	 Establish	long	repayment	terms: The loan should have 
a term that is long enough to reduce monthly payments 
to levels that match the positive cash flow from avoided 
energy purchases (or energy sold). The payback period for 
renewable technology is typically longer than for energy 
efficiency projects, potentially up to 20 years.

•	 Set	low	interest	rates: A low interest rate will encourage 
applicants to seek out and utilize a clean energy loan  
program.

•	 offer	Bridge	loans: Loan funds should assist in providing 
funding during project construction.

•	 avoid	application	burden: Applications, paperwork, 
and fees should be kept to a minimum, with quick loan 
approval, especially for smaller loans. A less rigorous pro-
cess of program implementation is optimal for public sec-
tor applicants (municipalities, state agencies, etc.). Private 
entities should require more due diligence over loan  
provisions.

•	 Foster	Relationships	with	Private	lenders: For larger 
projects, state-sponsored loan funds should participate 
with private lenders for joint financing opportunities. This 
helps in sharing risk, leveraging the state loan program, 
reducing competition with private lenders, and extending 
the reach of the state program.

 examples—loan programs

Leading state clean energy loans programs include: 
•	 Connecticut:	The connecticut clean energy Fund 

(cceF) has established a loan program to support the 
pre-development phase of utility-scale renewable 
energy projects that qualify as class I resources under 
connecticut’s renewable portfolio standard. These 
non-recourse loans are available for up to $500,000 
and would be repaid by the borrower at time of 
permanent financing, project completion or sale of 
the project to a third party. Projects must have a high 
likelihood of successful development and commer-
cialization in order to qualify for a loan. Also, cceF’s 
Operation demonstration Program provides flexible 
loans to demonstrate the commercial feasibility of 
new technologies not yet in the marketplace or new 
applications of proven technologies. examples include 
solar, wind, small hydro, fuel cells, hydrogen gener-
ation and storage, and advanced energy efficiency 
technologies. The technology must have high prob-
ability of commercial success, a qualified team and 
be demonstrated at a connecticut host site. These 
non-recourse loans are available for up to $500,000 
and are repaid at 2X principle upon commercial 
success. more information at:  www.ctcleanenergy.
com/opdemo.

•	 oregon: Oregon’s energy Office has run an energy 
Loan Program since 1981. The program supports 
energy efficiency and renewable energy projects  
in both the public and private sectors, including 
residential projects. The program is funded with 
tax-exempt bonds issued by the State of Oregon. 
The fund’s current outstanding loan portfolio is 
over $400 million. www.oregon.gov/energy/loans

•	 Pennsylvania: The reinvestment Fund’s Sustainable 
energy Fund in Philadelphia is a private, nonprofit, 
financial organization, offering commercial loans 
for new or retrofit energy-related projects to estab-
lished commercial, industrial, municipal, and nonprofit 
entities. The fund will provide up to 100% financing 
and can offer more creative loan structuring than 
commercial lenders including tailoring the payments 
to the expected energy savings from the project. 
www.thesef.orgkb/?View=entry&	EntryID=36	

•	 vermont: Vermont’s clean energy development 
Fund offers below-market interest rates for clean 
energy projects with a maximum loan amount of 
$250,000 and a 2% interest rate. www.revermont.org/
pdf/CEDFLoanBrochure.pdf. 
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MaTChInG	loanS
Under a matching loan program, a state provides a certain 
share of a loan, often at a below-market interest rate, if the 
borrower can find a commercial lender to provide the balance 
of the loan amount. The state’s share of the loan can also offer 
more flexible repayment terms than the private loan.

STREnGThS	
•	 Shared	Confidence	and	Risk: State approval of a renewable 

energy loan provides a sign of confidence in the project 
and shared risk exposure to private lenders.

•	 Preservation	of	Capital: The revolving nature of the loan 
fund ensures that a stable capital base is preserved as 
loans are repaid (less any defaults).

•	 Shared	underwriting: The state can rely on the commercial 
lender for ensuring appropriate underwriting occurs (although 
the state will still want to perform its own due diligence).

•	 Reduction	of	Interest	Expense: A matching loan program, 
particularly at 0% interest rates, offers a significant reduc-
tion in interest expense for borrowers.

WEaknESSES	
•	 Reliance	on	Private	lenders: matching loan programs 

require the borrower to find a willing, private lender for 
the loan match.

•	 Tax	Credit	Impact: The below-market interest rate can 
reduce the value of available federal production tax credits.

lInkED	DEPoSITS
Linked deposits are a variation of an interest rate buy- 
down. Under a linked deposit program, a state treasurer  
establishes a program with participating banks which pay 
below-market interest payments on certain state deposits.  
In return, the banks re-lend these funds at a below-market 
interest rate for qualified clean energy projects. For example, 
if the state receives 1% interest on its deposited funds in-
stead of 3%, then the 2% difference is passed through as  
a lower interest rate to a qualified borrower.

STREnGThS	
•	 limited	Cost	to	the	State: The only state cost is the fore-

gone earned interest on those funds that will be directly 
re-loaned to qualified borrowers.

•	 limited	administrative	Costs	and	oversight: The state 
only has to monitor its deposits and ensure that applicants 
are investing in qualified projects.

•	 no	legislation	necessary: A state treasurer can typically 
begin a program like this without legislative approval and 
without an established clean energy fund.

 example—revolving loan program 

The State	of	Iowa manages a renewable energy revolving 
loan program in which the state will provide 50% of a 
project’s loan at 0% interest if a commercial lender pro-
vides the remaining 50% at market interest rates. In 
addition to bringing the interest rate down, the program 
can extend loan repayment periods to as much as 20 years. 
www.energy.iastate.edu/AERLP

example—interest  rate buy-down 

nYSERDa operates a “Smart energy Loan Program” under 
which it buys down the interest rate on a qualifying 
commercial loan for an energy efficiency improvement 
or renewable energy project. For example, if a partici-
pating bank underwrites a loan at 8% interest, NYSerdA 
can reduce that interest rate to the customer by an 
additional 4%. NYSerdA neither underwrites nor services 
the loan. rather, it provides a lump sum payment to the 
commercial lender equivalent to the net present value 
of the interest rate spread over the term of the loan. 
http://www.nyserda.org/loanfund

InTEREST	RaTE	BuY-DoWn
Under an interest rate buy-down program, the state subsidizes 
the interest rate offered by a private lender for a qualified loan. 
Administratively, the state provides a lump-sum payment to 
the lender in exchange for the lender offering a below-market 
interest rate. This payment represents the present value of 
the foregone interest to the lender over the life of the loan. 

STREnGThS	
•	 limited	Capital	Requirements: The state does not need 

to have the capital available to lend the principal amount 
of the loan.

•	 no	Default	Risk: The state does not bear the risk of loan 
defaults.

•	 Private	lenders: The state can rely on the private lender 
for underwriting and loan servicing.

•	 leverages	Private	Capital: The state is partnering with 
rather than competing with private lenders.

WEaknESSES	
•	 Reliance	on	outside	lenders: A program of this type 

requires participating banks that are willing to make these 
loans. bankers still have ultimate underwriting decision 
making and principal risk exposure. 

•	 use	of	available	Funding: Unlike a loan program, the 
interest rate buy-down is never repaid back to the state; 
the funds do not “revolve.”

•	 Tax	Credit	Impact: An interest rate buy-down would be con-
sidered “subsidized energy financing” and would reduce the 
value of federal production tax credits for utility-scale projects.
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WEaknESSES	
•	 Requires	Bank	Participation: This program requires 

banks that are willing to make these types of loans. banks 
still have ultimate underwriting decision making and  
principal risk exposure. 

•	 Requires	active	Marketing: Awareness of a program 
like this among either bankers or borrowers may be low 
without active marketing by the state treasurer or other 
program sponsor.

•	 Reduces	ownership	Risk: by linking the ongoing finan-
cial liability to the building’s current owner, a PAYS system 
removes the need to recapture the system cost when a 
building is sold.

WEaknESSES	
•	 administrative	Complexity: Utilities may be resistant 

to act as loan administrators through on-bill financing so 
another billing and loan administration vehicle may need 
to be developed. In addition, the program may require 
legislation to be drafted and adopted, possible regulatory 
approval obtained and financing instruments (such as 
bonding) secured.

•	 high	Capital	Requirements: Loan repayment periods 
will be long due to the need to match loan payments  
to energy savings/production, necessitating additional 
capital to continue the program if loan demand is high.

ClEan	EnERGY	aSSESSMEnT	DISTRICTS		 	
anD	PRoPERTY	Tax	FInanCInG
A related and currently popular concept is the creation of clean 
energy Assessment districts. Under this concept,  a municipality 
or other taxing unit of government is authorized by the state 
to create a special taxing district for private clean energy  
investments.9. Homeowners and building owners borrow 
from this pool of capital to pay the upfront capital costs of 
their renewable energy project. Ideally, repayment terms 
match both the energy savings/energy generation and useful 
life of the asset. The loan payments in this type of program 
are administered through a special property tax assessment. 
The financial obligation stays with the property, regardless of a 
change of ownership. because the taxing authority has a senior 
lien on the property, payments are secure. 

PaYS®
PAYS (“Pay as You Save”), also known as on-bill financing, removes 
the upfront cost and long, payback barriers associated with 
distributed renewable energy investments. The PAYS concept 
is essentially an installment plan with two unique features:  
1) the monthly payments are structured to be below the value 
of the monthly energy savings (or energy produced), thereby 
making the investment cash-flow positive and 2) the debt 
obligation is tied to the building’s gas or electric meter, not to 
a specific building owner; therefore, the obligation transfers 
with building ownership. because payments are tied to the 
meter, they may be best administered by the utility company 
servicing that meter; the payments would be a separate line 
item on utility bills. Alternatively, the payments could be in-
corporated into other municipal bills such as property taxes 
or water/sewer bills. In either case, initiating a PAYS program 
requires legislative or regulatory action. The program also 
requires a pool of available risk capital to support the loans. 

STREnGThS	
•	 Eliminates	upfront	Capital	Cost	Barriers: A PAYS-type 

program should encourage more clean energy investments 
by removing high, upfront cost barriers and linking loan 
repayment schedules to expected system performance  
(energy savings or production). In this way, the system  
is cash-flow positive and the owner is financially better off.

 example—linked deposit  program

The Illinois State Treasurer has established a Green 
energy linked deposit program whereby the Treasurer 
deposits state funds in participating banks at low interest 
rates (currently 2%). In exchange, the participating bank 
lends those funds out with no more than a 3% interest 
rate mark-up for a qualified renewable energy or energy 
efficiency project. The Treasurer’s office is not responsible 
for either underwriting the credit-worthiness of the 
loan or servicing it. It only needs to monitor that the 
loan was used for a qualified purpose. www.treasurer.
il.gov/programs/cultivate-illinois/green-energy.aspx

9 The municipality would establish a loan fund either through issuing a bond or, potentially, receiving a grant from a clean energy fund.
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As in the PAYS system described above, a state clean energy 
fund can facilitate this type of financing program by providing 
the initial pool of capital. While this approach does not leverage 
public dollars, it creates a reasonably safe repayment schedule 
so that assets are returned to the fund for additional loans or 
alternate uses.

This type of financing approach does not preclude a clean 
energy fund from also providing other support such as upfront 
rebates. It also does not prevent a system owner from taking 
advantage of other available state or federal tax incentives.

States giving municipalities the option to provide this type  
of financing include: california (which originated the model), 
colorado, New mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Vermont,  
Virginia and Wisconsin.

lEaSES
Lease programs involve a public-private partnership to leverage 
available public dollars while capturing available federal tax 
credits. Under a lease program, the state contracts with a pri-
vate leasing company to offer leases for standard renewable 
energy technologies to residential and commercial customers. 
customers pay a fixed, monthly lease rate for an extended 
period (10-15 years) with an option to purchase the equipment 
at residual fair market value. The leasing company owns the 
equipment during the term of the lease and therefore is eligi-
ble to capture federal investment tax credits and depreciation. 
Unlike the PAYS program described above, the lease obliga-
tion is to the building owner, not the meter or tax bill. As a 
result, building owners or homeowners need to negotiate 
the transfer of the lease to subsequent building owners.

STREnGThS
•	 avoids	upfront,	Cost	Barriers: A lease overcomes upfront 

cost barriers associated with system purchase. The leasing 
company contributes the capital to purchase the system.

•	 used	with	other	Incentives: Leases can be combined with 
existing rebate programs to lower the monthly lease rate.

•	 Increases	leveraging: Leasing companies should have 
greater purchasing leverage with manufacturers, further 
lowering the monthly cost to the lessee.

WEaknESSES
•	 Transfer	Difficulties: The long-term lease obligation may 

be difficult to transfer to subsequent building owners.

10 A detailed analysis of the berkeley program can be found in a joint LbNL/ceSA study, “Property Tax Assessments as a Finance Vehicle for residential  
PV Installations”, February 2008. www.cleanenergystates.org/library/reports.  

 

 

example—property tax financing

The berkeley FIrST10 (Financing for Investment in 
renewable and Solar Technology) program allows 
property owners to borrow money from the City	of	
Berkeley’s Sustainable energy Financing district to 
install solar photovoltaic electric systems. The original 
pool of capital came from the issuance of a municipal 
bond. Loans are repaid over 20 years through a special 
line item on property tax bills. The program is com-
pletely voluntary so property taxes are affected only 
for those who choose to participate. The program is 
administered by a private firm, renewable Funding, 
which handles everything from purchase and re-sale 
of the bonds to processing applications and providing 
funding to homeowners.

Not only does the FIrST program provide the type of 
long repayment term needed to make solar systems 
cash-flow positive, but, because the obligation stays 
with the property and not the original system purchaser, 
it eliminates concern from those potential solar pur-
chasers whose home ownership time horizons are 
shorter than the loan terms. In addition, interest pay-
ments associated with the increased tax obligation  
(if broken out) can be deducted on federal tax returns. 
http://www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/ContentDisplayaspx?id=	
26580 

example—lease program

Connecticut has introduced a solar lease program 
to further leverage its existing solar rebate program. 
The program is offered by the connecticut clean energy 
Fund in partnership with cT Solar Lease, LLc, a subsid-
iary of US bankcorp and AFc First Financial. Homeowners 
qualify for a rebate from the clean energy Fund and agree 
to use an approved installer. The leasing company 
pays the remainder of the system’s capital costs. The 
homeowner makes fixed monthly payments and has 
an option to purchase the system. The value of solar 
renewable energy credits is shared with the leasing 
company, which acts as an aggregator and broker of 
these credits. See www.ctsolarlease.com. 
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loan	GuaRanTEES
Loan guarantees are an effective way for a state to leverage 
available dollars while providing valuable protection to com-
mercial lenders that are underwriting large, renewable energy 
project loans. For example, a loan guarantee program might 
protect a lender against 80% of its capital losses should a 
borrower default on a loan. In addition, the guaranteed por-
tion of loans is removed from a bank’s balance sheet. A loan 
guarantee program requires a borrower to pay an upfront fee 
(generally 1%–2% of the loan value) and annual loan guaran-
tee fee (1/4%–1/2%). The program must set aside a portion 
(5%–10% or more) of the guarantee amount as a reserve 
against defaults depending on the evaluated risk of the  
overall loan guarantee portfolio. 

STREnGThS
•	 lower	administrative	Requirements: The state does 

not have to administer a full loan program. Loan under-
writing and approval is done by a private lender, although 
the state still must approve the loan guarantee.

•	 leverages	Private	Capital: A loan guarantee program does 
not compete with but, rather, assists commercial banks.

•	 leverages	State	Funds: A loan guarantee program signif-
icantly leverages available state funding, as much as 10:1 
or higher. 

•	 Builds	lender	Confidence: Loan guarantees have high 
value to banks making loans for unknown/unproven tech-
nologies and during periods of tight credit. Further, the 
guaranteed portions of loans are removed from banks’ 
balance sheets, providing them with greater lending  
capacity. 

•	 Supports	Innovative	Projects: Loan guarantees are 
particularly valuable for pre-commercial or innovative 
technologies in which the perceived lending risk is  
greater.

WEaknESSES	
•	 Provides	no	upfront	Capital: Loan guarantees do not 

reduce the upfront capital to the project owner/developer 
(although they may facilitate a higher loan amount or  
improved terms).

•	 Reliance	on	Private	lenders: The project owner still must 
find a lender willing to underwrite the loan. This can still be 
challenging for large or riskier projects, even with a loan 
guarantee.

•	 Default	Risk: Program administrators must understand 
default risk and set aside appropriate funds as a reserve 
against these defaults.

•	 narrow	Target	Market: Loan guarantees are best suited 
for large projects, rather than individual distributed  
generation projects.

 example—loan guarantee program

There are no state-level loan guarantee programs for 
renewable energy. At the federal level, the United States 
department of energy (dOe) and the department of 
Agriculture (USdA) both administer loan guarantee 
programs for renewable energy investments. While the 
USdA program provides guarantees for projects of all 
sizes (from $5,000 to $25 million), the dOe program is 
targeted at larger projects. changes to the dOe program 
under the ArrA redirect some of the implementation 
and decision-making for these loan guarantees to 
“designated lending authorities” at the state level. 
While these are likely to be private banks initially, state 
finance authorities partnering with energy offices may 
be able to become designated lending authorities.  
See www.rurdev.usda.gov/rbs/farmbill	and	
www.lgprogram.energy.gov.
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rps set-asides and reneWable  
energy credit sales 

renewable Portfolio Standards (rPS) are state-based 
requirements that utilities (or load-serving entities) 
must supply a certain and growing percentage of their 

electricity supply from renewable energy sources by a certain 
date. Today, 29 states and the district of columbia have rPS 
requirements in place with targets as high as 40% (Hawaii) and 
often 20%–25% by 2020. because a traditional rPS—in which 
all eligible renewable energy technologies compete against 
each other—only benefit least-cost projects (typically wind 
and landfill gas), an increasing number of states are designing 
their rPS policies to provide differential support to higher cost 
and distributed technologies or applications. This approach is 
particularly compelling in states with limited low-cost, in-state 
renewable resources and aggressive rPS targets.

A few states are using “multipliers” where projects that are 
in-state or utilize certain technologies (e.g., solar PV) earn extra 
credit towards a state’s rPS obligation. However, this has proven 
to be an unsuccessful policy in advancing these technologies. 
The preferred approach is an rPS “set-aside” in which some 
fraction of the rPS must be met with specified technologies 
or project types. Set-asides for solar or distributed renewable 
generation now exist in 13 states. If fully met, these set-aside 
requirements will result in 7,500 mW of installed solar PV  
by 2025.11

Under a typical state solar set-aside, a utility must comply with 
the solar requirement through acquisition of solar-specific, 
renewable energy credits (“Srecs”) or make a solar-specific, 
alternative compliance payment (SAcP). An Srec represents 
the “environmental attributes” of one megawatt hour of solar 
generation from an eligible facility. The SAcP is a backstop 
mechanism to protect utilities and ratepayers from the rate 
impact implications of an rPS solar set-aside. The SAcP sets 
an upper limit for the cost of rPS compliance, removes the 
risk of unknown, financial penalties for any solar energy 
shortfalls, and gives suppliers flexibility in complying with 
rPS solar requirements. The success of a solar set-aside pro-
gram is highly dependent on the establishment and level of 
these SAcPs. Without solar-specific AcPs, a solar set-aside has 
no teeth. If the SAcP level is too low, after factoring in other 
available state and federal incentives, then potential system 
owners will not have sufficient financial returns on their proj-
ects and the solar obligations will not be met. If the state im-
poses a rate-impact cap on these set-asides that is too low 
relative  to the solar requirement, utilities will be able to opt 
out of the obligation and, again, the targets will not be met.

The use of a solar set-aside and solar recs provides states 
with an alternative, market-based financial incentive for solar 
installations. Solar system owners can choose to sell their 
Srecs to a broker, aggregator, or obligated utility which must 
buy Srecs to meet state rPS obligations. Some solar installers 
or project developers will offer to buy the Srecs as part of 
project financing, thereby reducing the amount of capital 
needed up front to finance a project. 

Historically, solar	photovoltaics and other distributed, renew-
able generation projects have had difficulty in selling recs from 
these projects because of the small number of recs generated 
from any one project and the high transaction costs of doing so. 
In response, many states now are establishing and encouraging 
longer-term rec contracting requirements and mechanisms. 
Others have established higher, solar-specific alternative com-
pliance payment levels as a means of establishing a higher 
market clearing price for solar recs and, thereby, providing 
additional support to solar system owners. 

The price of an Srec is determined by the supply of and demand 
for Srecs in any given year. The SAcP establishes the ceiling 
price for an Srec. Generally, SAcP prices are set by a regula-
tory board to be above the target Srec levels so that utility 
suppliers have an incentive to purchase Srecs instead of  
paying SAcPs. 

States have explored a host of options for providing more 
revenue certainty from an Srec approach. These include:

1. creation of a underwriter model where the state provides 
a minimum revenue guarantee for Srecs 

11 berkeley Labs reports that the impact of state rPS set-asides on solar PV already has been substantial. excluding california, 67% of PV additions from 2000 
through 2006 came from states with rPS solar targets. See presentation by ryan Wiser to the PV Peer Network on solar set-asides in July 2008, available  
at www.cleanenergystates.org/library/PVPeerNetwork/Wiser_State_Solar_RPS_7.11.08.pdf.
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2. a Srec-only market with no boundaries on the floor or 
ceiling values for SrecS

3. an auction-setting price for Srec pricing
4. setting an SAcP price level and multi-year schedule

There is a significantly different strategic approach involved 
when a state uses recs instead of rebates. In a traditional  
rebate program, much of the market and performance risk  
is shifted from the system owner to the public. The combina-
tion of rebates, tax credits and depreciation benefits can come 
close to equaling the installed system cost for systems on 
commercial buildings. In a market-based solar rec program, 
however, some of the risk shifts back to the system owner 

who now bears both system performance risk and the long-
term risk of fluctuating solar rec values. The annual solar rPS 
requirement and established AcP levels provide a backstop 
to buffer this market risk.

The rec market-based approach may be better suited for 
large projects, particularly those owned by 3rd parties, rather 
than for small residential projects. Larger system owners can 
more easily secure financing for the project, can utilize all 
available tax credits and have better negotiating leverage  
in selling the project’s recs. Lenders are also more likely to 
assign value to the long-term revenue stream from recs in  
a larger project than those from a residential-scale project. 

12 For a comprehensive review of the analysis that led to the selection of New Jersey’s new approach to supporting the solar pv market, see Summit  
blue consulting, “An Analysis of Potential ratepayer Impact of Alternatives for Transitioning the New Jersey Solar market from rebates to market-based 
Incentives”, April 25, 2007, available at	http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/NJ-	BPU_SACP_RPIAnalysisRep_042507.pdf. 

 

Two case studies demonstrate the transition that 
some states are making from rebates to recs for 
solar PV programs.

 
nEW	JERSEY
New Jersey’s board of Public Utilities (NJbPU) administers 
the state’s renewable energy public benefits fund. New Jersey 
has both an aggressive overall rPS and an aggressive solar 
target within the rPS (2,300 mW by 2021). NJbPU has his-
torically provided large rebates to encourage solar instal-
lations but the agency recently determined that a market-
based approach would reduce the ratepayer impact of 
fulfilling the rPS solar carve-out versus a traditional rebate-
based system. If the rebate levels were to remain unchanged, 
achieving the state’s 2.12% solar rPS requirement by 2021 
would have required an estimated $10.9 billion in rebates, 
adding about 7.5% to electricity rates.12 

In response, starting in 2009, New Jersey raised the AcP 
level for solar recS to $711 per mWh with an 8-year schedule 
of AcPs, declining by 3% per year. This AcP level represents 
the price premium that state regulators have determined 
is necessary to economically justify solar installations. 
However, unlike a rebate, it is not a “guaranteed” level of 
support to all system owners. In effect, the marginal value 
of these recs could be as high as $711 per mWh (the 
point of indifference for a utility between buying a solar 
rec and paying the AcP), depending on supply. System 
owners are able to sell their solar recs towards utility  
fulfillment of New Jersey’s rPS for 15 years from the date 
of system installation. Any revenue from solar AcPs is 

used to support solar energy systems on public facilities. 
The cost of acquiring these solar recs is an expense that 
is recoverable through rates and frees up more of the 
state’s clean energy fund budget for other technologies 
and projects.

more information on New Jersey’s program can be found 
at http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/SOLARTransition	
FAQs121707fnl2(2).pdf.

MaRYlanD
maryland’s solar carve-out is currently .01% of electricity 
sales but rises to 2% by 2022. The current solar AcP level 
in maryland is $400 and will decline by $50 every two years, 
reflecting what the Public Service commission believes 
will be declining installed costs for solar PV and rising 
market prices of electricity. Again, the AcP level represents 
the marginal value of these solar recs. However, this may 
not be what the system owner receives both because of 
fluctuations in the market price and the share of solar rec 
payments captured by broker/aggregators. Any AcP pay-
ments made by utilities will be used by the state’s clean 
energy fund to support new solar installations.

Note that maryland has not eliminated its traditional  
solar rebate program but rather has reduced the rebate 
level considerably to reflect both the enhanced federal 
tax incentives as well as the rising market value of solar 
recs. Information on maryland’s solar rec program can 
be found at http://www.energy.state.md.us/documents/
SRECinfo.pdf.

example—solar rec and carve-out programs
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While these state solar rec programs do not provide the same 
kind of upfront support as a grant or rebate, system owners 
may be able to monetize the value of the recs upfront. For 
example, solar installers or rec aggregators may provide a 
lump-sum payment to a homeowner based on some discounted 
value of the future stream of solar rec payments.13 However, 
3rd party, commercial solar system owners are likely to get 
maximum value out of the recs. 

STREnGThS	
•	 Drives	Technology	Deployment: Technology set-asides 

in state rPS programs are an important driver for distributed 
generation deployment (credit multipliers have been 
shown to be ineffective).

•	 Provides	Technology-specific	Support: The approach 
combines the regulatory requirements of a state rPS with 
market forces to both fulfill the rPS carve-out and provide 
technology-specific support.

•	 Reduces	the	need	for	Rebates: The approach reduces 
the need for a clean energy fund to provide direct rebates.

•	 Reduces	administrative	Burden: The approach puts much 
of the administrative burden on the participating utilities.

WEaknESSES	
•	 no	upfront	Support: The approach does not provide an 

upfront, lump-sum payment to the system owner except 
at a discounted level as provided by a broker or installer 
who then takes ownership of the recs.

•	 needs	long-term	Support: The lack of a long-term 
rec contract leaves system owners potentially vulnerable 
to supply-demand imbalances and less revenue than  
anticipated. 

•	 aggregator	Gain: Srec aggregators or brokers may 
capture a significant portion of the Srec value.

BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	
FoR	RPS	SET-aSIDE	PRoGRaMS
•	 utilize	Set-asides	Rather	than	Credit	Multipliers: 

Set-asides create a fixed, capacity target which utilities 
need to meet; multipliers do not create such a target and 
are likely ignored when ample, lower-cost renewable  
resources are available.

•	 Establish	aggressive	Targets: establish set-aside targets 
that are aggressive yet achievable without significant  
adverse rate impact. Long-term targets and intermediate 
steps need to be realistic given the available resource,  
demand for the technology, project economics and local 
installer capacity. 

•	 Establish	Technology-Specific	aCPs: establish technology-
specific alternative compliance payments that reflect the 
availability of other state and federal incentives while pro-
viding project developers with an acceptable financial  
return. Public utility commission staff should develop  
financial models in which the AcP level is adjusted to 
meet these target rates of return.

•	 Encourage	long-Term	Contracts for solar (or other 
technology-specific) recs to encourage price stability. 
Long-term contracts should lower the cost of compliance 
with the set-asides, provide revenue assurance to project 
owners and reduce end-of-period rec price spikes.

•	 Consider	lump-Sum	Payments for the discounted value 
of the future stream of recs for smaller (residential) systems. 
residential PV owners likely do not want to be trying to 
sell small quantities of recs on an annual basis.

•	 Revise	the	aCPs: revise AcPs downward over time as 
system costs decline and the supply of recs increases. 
AcPs need not be static but should decline as the cost  
premium for the technology also declines.

feed-in tariffs

A feed-in tariff (FIT) (also known as a “standard offer” 
rate or advanced renewables tariff) requires utilities to 
purchase electricity from renewable electricity system 

owners at long-term, fixed rates established by utilities and/or 
regulatory commissions. These rates are based on technology, 
system size and project location.
 

13 A solar installer in maryland is paying approximately $5,000 as an upfront payment for solar recs from a residential installation but $10,000 if payments  
are spread out over a 10-year contract.
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Feed-in tariffs are, in a sense, the inverse of a renewable  
Portfolio Standard. Whereas in an rPS regime, legislation de-
termines the target amount of renewable energy and allows 
the market to determine the price paid for that electricity 
(subject to AcPs or other cost caps), a FIT establishes a tech-
nology-specific price for electricity which utilities must pay 
and allows the market to respond with an indeterminate 
amount of renewable energy capacity.14

In europe, FITs are the dominant policy mechanism for sup-
porting renewable energy and are used in 18 of 25 european 
Union countries. In the United States, however, FITs have gen-
erated considerable discussion but limited action by legislators 
or regulators who have instead adopted the rPS (in some cases 
with technology-specific carve-outs) as the preferred policy 
instrument for advancing renewable electricity. 

but even in states with an rPS, FITs have merit as a substitute 
for either rebates or performance-based incentives in supporting 
distributed renewable generation. FITs for distributed gener-
ation require neither the administration of a rebate/grant 
program nor the use of a public benefits fund (or other revenue 
source) to fund the program. Instead, the aggregate cost  
of these FITs can be cost-recovered by utilities (subject to the 
ratemaking authority and any capacity limits set by a public 
utilities commission). moreover, like rPS technology set-asides, 
FITs provide market access and support to technologies that 
otherwise could not compete in a technology-neutral rPS.

The fundamental rate-making principles used in establishing 
FITs are to establish tariff levels that reflect:  

•	 The	relative	cost	of	the	technology: Higher FITs are 
appropriate for technologies that have higher installed 
costs per unit of capacity.

•	 Project	size: If smaller projects are desirable from a policy 
perspective, FITs may support these at a higher rate, assuming 
that they are more expensive to build than large ones  
per unit of capacity. 

•	 The	availability	of	other	incentives: State or federal 
tax credits or rebates will lower capital costs and the FIT 
premium.

•	 The	required	rate	of	return	for	investors: For commer-
cial projects, there is a threshold rate of return that project 
developers are seeking based on their cost of capital.

FIT’s may also reflect social and economic values with respect to:  

•	 Project	Geographic	location	and	Siting: For example, 
projects that have higher capacity factors or that relieve 
stress on portions of the distribution system. 

•	 ownership: Some FITs may favor “community” or locally-
owned projects. 

•	 Desire	to	advance	a	Specific	Technology: For example, 
if building a solar market is important, then FITs can spe-
cifically target solar PV.

•	 Reward	avoided	Externalities: Solar PV system output is 
at its maximum on days of peak demand and can displace 
expensive (and inefficient) peak generation.  

In practice, it is difficult to establish the “right” FIT levels since 
renewable energy projects have so many unique site-specific 
and size-specific characteristics. FITs should be high enough 
to attract the marginal projects (in order to get the desired 
quantity of renewable energy capacity) without providing ex-
cessive economic windfall to the best or least-cost projects. 
However, creating a wide range of FITs to reflect site-specific 
conditions (for example, providing higher support to lower-
capacity projects) adds complexity to the tariff-setting process.

In designing an effective FIT, there are several key elements 
that should be considered:

14 A comprehensive review of feed-in tariff practices and principles can be found in a recent NreL report, “Feed In Tariff Policy: design, Implementation and 
rPS Policy Interactions,” march 2009, available at www.nrel.gov/docs/fy09osti/45549.pdf. An analysis of feed in tariff experience in the United States is in 
another NreL report, “An Analysis of renewable energy Feed In Tariffs in the United States,” may 2009 available at www.nrel.gov/docs/fy09osti/49551.pdf.  
For background on the european experience with feed-in tariffs, see “evaluation of different Feed-In Tariff design Options: best Practice Paper for the  
International Feed-In cooperation,” 2008, published by Fraunhofer (Germany) Institute for Systems and Innovation research, http://cms.isi.fraunhofer.de.
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•	 Continuity	and	long-Term	Investment	Policy
	 As with all state-based incentives, a stable, transparent 

policy framework is a key to a successful FIT program. FITs 
should be accompanied by long-term targets and suffi-
ciently long periods for which the tariff is guaranteed. 

•	 Size	limits
	 The cost and ratepayer impact of a FIT program can be 

managed through program or project size limits or through 
differential pricing. by limiting individual project size (e.g., 
wind projects under 10 mW), policymakers  can also provide 
greater support to projects that have cost disadvantages 
relative to larger projects or have other merits (e.g., local 
ownership or grid congestion relief ). Limiting the total 
capacity amounts from specific technologies can both lower 
program cost and ensure a diverse renewable portfolio. 

 However, limiting eligibility or reducing pricing based on 
total project size can prevent inclusion of larger projects 
that are more economic to build and generate more power. 
Also, such rules can be circumvented by project developers 
by legally dividing up larger projects into smaller ones. 
Finally, if total program or technology capacities are limited, 
applicants may submit a speculative bid to secure a FIT 
guarantee without a fully conceived project, displacing  
or delaying more likely projects. 

•	 adaptability
	 While the feed-in tariffs for projects installed in a given 

year need to be guaranteed for a sufficient duration to build 
investor confidence, the tariffs for new projects should be 
reviewed regularly in order to determine if they are still 
consistent with the policy objectives and needs of the 
market.

STREnGThS
•	 Supports	Market	Transformation: FIT regimes create 

markets for a variety of technologies from an early stage 
of development until market competitiveness. In contrast, 

standard rPS policies are of no help for early-stage or 
high-cost technology due to their least-cost approach  
to procurement.

•	 adaptable: A FIT structure can be customized to support 
particular technologies, project sizes, ownership, location 
and other factors.

•	 Builds	Investor	Confidence: A FIT’s long duration, guar-
anteed market and guaranteed grid access help to secure 
both debt and equity financing for a project. In contrast, 
renewable portfolio standards are generally met with short-
term rec purchases through competitive solicitation. The 
result is that a FIT may lower the risk for project developers, 
lenders and investors and, consequently, lower the cost of 
capital and required rate of return on these projects. This 
in turn lowers the costs to ratepayers.

•	 Sustainable: FITs are not subject to “funding raids” or 
other potential loss of program funding.

•	 Economically	Efficient: Like performance-based incentives, 
FIT’s reward production, not installations.

•	 Wide	Participation: FITs encourage small, decentralized 
projects through a standardized contract/tariff mechanism. 
FITs also ensure non-discriminatory access to utility distri-
butions system as an element of the program. This “open 
access” helps to democratize renewable energy.

•	 low	administrative	Costs:	FITs eliminate the administra-
tive burdens associated with rebate and grant programs. 
However, a FIT imposes different administrative burdens 
associated with the upfront, administrative and regulatory 
costs of designing and approving an effective FIT program.

WEaknESSES
•	 Requires	Regulatory	Review:	FITs require upfront legisla-

tive and ongoing regulatory review and approval.
•	 Price	Setting	Challenges: It is difficult to set FIT prices 

without over- or under-subsidizing some project owners.
•	 Regulatory	Complexity: A desire to “fine-tune” FITs can 

lead to regulatory complexity and market confusion. 
•	 no	upfront	Capital	Support: FITs do not provide upfront 

capital support to projects, forcing the projects to assume 
higher debt burdens or secure greater equity than may  
be necessary under a rebate program.

•	 Supply	uncertainty: FITs lead to an uncertain number 
of projects and capacity. As a result, FIT programs could 
put near-term, upward pressure on electricity rates (if gen-
erous FITs lead to a surge in projects) or inadequate, new 
renewable generation (if FIT rates are too low). This uncer-
tainty and potential rate impact could be managed with 
technology-specific caps.

•	 long-Term	Monitoring	and	Revisions: FITs have to be 
monitored and revised regularly based on program results, 
state renewable energy goals, technology cost reductions, 
large shifts in capital costs and significant federal policy 
changes (e.g., elimination of tax credits or adoption of  
carbon legislation). 
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BEST	PRaCTICE 	RECoMMEnDaTIonS	 	 	
FoR	SETTInG	F ITS
Several elements are key in setting an effective FIT:

•	 Term: The guarantee of a FIT should be linked to the life of 
a project or typical project debt term (5-10 years). because 
of the time value of money, a higher FIT with a shorter project 
life will be equivalent to a lower FIT with a longer guaran-
tee. because capital structures can vary so much among 
projects, the term should be based on some assumed cap-
ital structure and expected rate of return. For example, 
homeowners with rooftop solar PV will generally have 
much lower return expectations than third-party owners  
of larger projects. 

•	 Structure: A FIT can be structured as a level fixed-payment 
for all output (¢/kWh), a premium-payment above the cur-
rent market price (wholesale or retail) of electricity market 
price, or a tiered-payment (in which output beyond a certain 
level per unit of capacity receives a reduced price). 

•	 Pricing: Ideally, a FIT should be established on the basis 
of the technology’s costs plus a required rate of return. 
FITs can also incorporate an estimate of the energy and 
environmental “value” of the generation procured under 
the program. For example, pricing could recognize the 
value of distributed generation in reducing transmission 
losses and the need for transmission investment. Value-
based pricing also could consider the avoided external 
costs such as carbon emissions. 

 A successful FIT program should never use a utility’s 
“avoided cost” as the benchmark for setting tariff levels. 
These are too low to adequately cover the cost premium  
of renewable energy technologies over conventional power.15 
Similarly, a net-metered or retail rate is generally not sufficient 
to support higher-cost distributed renewables without 
other financial incentives.

•	 Technology	advancement: While FITs are never tech-
nology-neutral (providing the same price for all technolo-
gies), the pricing structure can be designed to accelerate 
the adoption of higher-cost or new technologies, in order 
to lower production costs and/or commercialize the  
technology. 

15 This is what has occurred with the current california feed-in tariff system in which the tariff is benchmarked against the levelized cost of natural gas generation.

 examples—feed-in tariff  programs  

•	 ontario	Power	authority: Under the Province of 
Ontario’s Standard Offer Program, solar PV system 
owners are receiving $0.42/kWh and smaller “com-
munity-scale” wind projects are receiving $0.111/
kWh. For information on the Province of Ontario’s 
Standard Offer Program, see www.powerauthority.
on.can/sop. 

•	 California: The california Public Utility commission 
(cPUc) approved a feed-in tariff program for renew-
able energy generators up to 1.5 mW in size. Under 
this program, investor-owned utilities are required 
to enter into long-term (10-25 year) contracts with 
generators and pay a “market-price referent” for all 
power not consumed on-site. This price is based  
on the levelized cost of natural gas generation (cur-
rently around $0.10/kWh). The cPUc does not set 
the feed-in tariff price itself. The cPUc is consider-
ing but has not yet approved a feed-in tariff for 
larger generators. See www.pge.com/feedintariffs   
as a reference on california’s program.

•	 Gainesville,	Fl: Gainesville (FL) municipal Utilities 
implemented a feed in tariff for solar PV systems  
in 2009. The regional utility offered to pay $0.32/
kWh for solar PV generated electricity; however,  
the program was capped out the day it went  
into effect.

•	 vermont: On may 27, 2009, the Vermont legisla-
ture passed a first-in-the-nation comprehensive 
pilot feed-in tariff program (Hr 446). The program  
is capped at 50mW of capacity with no eligible proj-
ect larger than 2.2mW. The program will initially 
include FITs for small wind systems ($0.14-$0.20/
kWh), landfill gas and biogas ($0.12/kWh), and  
solar PV ($0.30/kWh). Future rate revisions will be 
based on the levelized cost of generation net of tax 
and other financial incentives as well as a return on 
investment. See the Vermont Public Service board’s 
initial determination of Standard Offer Prices at: 
http://psb.vermont.gov/sites/psb/files/docket/	
7523/7523_interim_price_order.pdf. 

•	 Wisconsin: Several Wisconsin utilities have estab-
lished technology-specific feed-in tariffs. For exam-
ple, We energies is offering $0.225 /kWh for solar PV 
systems. However, these utility-specific FITs have 
low capacity caps.
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•	 “Degression”:	The initial establishment criteria of FITs 
should include a schedule of planned tariff reductions for 
future projects. For example, if the anticipated cost reduc-
tions in a particular technology are estimated to be 5% per 
year, then the FIT for future projects can also reflect a 5% 
annual reduction. These scheduled reductions can also be 
used to drive desired cost and efficiency improvements.

tax incentives 

Tax incentives can be an effective way for states to sup-
port clean energy development independent of direct 
project support. Three prevalent tax options that states 

and local governments have used are 1) investment or pro-
duction tax credits, 2) sales tax exemptions and 3) property 
tax exemptions. While tax incentives require neither a direct 
source of funding nor annual appropriation, they have real state 
budget impact which needs to be projected prior to passage.

InvESTMEnT	anD	PRoDuCTIon	Tax	CREDITS
Investment tax credits (ITcs) and production tax credits (PTcs) 
provide a way for renewable energy system owners to reduce 
the cost of the system through a credit on their personal or 
corporate state income taxes. An investment tax credit repre-
sents a share of the system cost while a production tax credit 
is based on measured system output. While well-established 
at the federal level, a number of states have also implemented 
these tax credits. credits on residential systems are frequently 
capped at low amounts (e.g., $2,000 in Utah) while commercial 
systems have caps that may range up to $10 million (Oregon). 
Some states such as Florida and Utah also offer production 
tax credits based on actual energy produced. Note that these 
tax credits do not impact the ability of a project to qualify for, 
nor do they reduce, available federal investment tax or pro-
duction tax credits since they represent neither a grant nor 
below-market financing. 
 
STREnGThS	
•	 Easy	to	administer: Tax credits provide financial benefit 

to system owners without agency oversight or the need 
for a dedicated funding stream.

•	 Easy	to	Modify: Tax credit levels can be quickly modified 
to reflect changing market conditions and the availability 
of other state or federal support.

WEaknESSES	
•	 Insufficient	Tax	liability: A project owner may have in-

sufficient tax liability to utilize credits, limiting their appeal 
or effectiveness in driving project development; the tax 
credit may need to be structured so that it is tradable to 
entities that do have state tax liability.

•	 Impacts	on	state	Revenue: Tax credits are open-ended 
and can have a greater than anticipated impact on state 
tax revenue.

SalES	Tax	ExEMPTIonS
Twenty six states currently offer state sales tax exemptions  
on the purchase of renewable energy systems. These ex-
emptions act as an upfront discount on the price of these 
systems.

STREnGThS
•	 Easy	to	administer: Sales tax exemptions provide financial 

benefit to system owners without agency oversight or the 
need for a dedicated funding stream.

WEaknESSES
•	 not	a	Strong	Incentive: Sales tax exemptions alone are 

an inadequate incentive to support a renewable energy 
system purchase.

 examples—tax incentive programs

oregon has had a business energy Tax credit (“beT-c”) 
for a number of years. beT-c allows any investor in a 
qualified commercial (not residential) energy efficiency 
or renewable energy project to take a state income  
tax credit of 50% of the installed cost of the system  
or project. The tax credit is capped at $20 million per 
project. If the project owner is not able to utilize the 
tax credit, it can be transferred to another Oregon tax-
paying entity in exchange for a discounted cash pay-
ment. http://www.oregon.gov/ENERGY/CONS/BUS/docs/
betcbro.pdf.

Florida recently established a state production tax 
credit of $0.01/kWh from qualified renewable energy 
technologies. However, the credit is limited to an ag-
gregate amount of $5 million per year across all quali-
fying projects. http://www.dep.state.fl.us/energy/
energyact/incentives.htm.
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There are numerous examples of states offering sales tax  
exemptions for both distributed and utility scale renewable 
energy systems. See the www.dsireusa.org website for 
examples.

PRoPERTY	Tax	ExEMPTIonS
A number of states offer property tax exemptions on the in-
stalled value of a residential or commercial renewable energy 
system. These exemptions do not typically extend to utility-
scale projects.

STREnGThS	
•	 Easy	to	administer: Property tax exemptions provide 

financial benefit to system owners without agency over-
sight or the need for a dedicated funding stream.

•	 Does	not	Raise	Tax	Burden: Installing a renewable energy 
system would not raise property valuations or real estate 
taxes for current or future owners.

WEaknESSES	
•	 not	a	Strong	Incentive: Property tax exemptions alone 

are an inadequate incentive to support a renewable energy 
system purchase.

The dSIre website (www.dsire.org) lists over 30 states which 
offer various property tax incentives for renewable energy 
systems. Some of these simply give local governments the 
option to exempt these systems while other states offer a 
blanket exemption.

suppoRting policies 

To be effective, state financial incentive programs for 
renewable energy should be coupled with strong and 
consistent state policies which remove barriers to system 

installation. This report addresses the key policies briefly.

REnEWaBlE	PoRTFolIo	STanDaRDS
Twenty-nine states and the district of columbia have imple-
mented renewable Portfolio Standards. Together with the 
federal production tax credit, rPS policies have been the  
predominant policy driver for large-scale renewable energy 
development in the United States. because of their market-
based approach which encourages utilities to acquire the 
least-cost resources, large-scale wind power has been the 
primary beneficiary of these rPS policies. distributed energy 
technologies can benefit when rPS laws include a technology-
specific set-aside. evidence from states that have technology-

specific multipliers in their rPS policies (e.g., solar projects 
receiving triple credit) suggests that multipliers are not  
successful in encouraging these higher-cost technologies 
and projects. 

InTERConnECTIon	STanDaRDS
Historically, utilities have made it difficult for distributed gen-
eration to connect to their distribution lines. They have done 
so both to protect their monopoly as well as through concern 
(legitimate or otherwise) about the safety of connecting in-
dependent power generation of any size to the grid. Utility 
policies have been inconsistent. Independent generators and 
system owners have often had to wait long periods of time 
and pay high, upfront fees in order to tie their systems into 
the distribution system.

In recent years, state legislatures and public utility commissions 
have passed interconnection rules which both standardize 
and simplify the process of interconnection. Thirty-seven states 
now have some form of statewide interconnection standards 
although the robustness of these standards varies consider-
ably.16 Among best practices for uniform interconnection 
standards are: 1) setting interconnection fees that are pro-
portionate to a project’s size, 2) adopting standard rules for 
residential-scale systems and 3) requiring utilities to process 
applications within a few days.

nET	METERInG
closely tied to interconnection are policies which support net 
metering—the rules governing how a utility will compensate 
the owner of a distributed generation system for self-generated 
electricity which is consumed on-site or added to the distri-
bution grid. The most effective rules provide for retail rate 

16 Several reference sources outline interconnection “best practices.” These include the Interstate renewable energy council’s “model Interconnection Stan-
dards and Procedures for Small Generator Facilities” (www.irec.org/index.php?id=87) and the Solar America board for codes and Standards’ “comparison of the 
Four Leading Small Generator Interconnection Procedures” (www.solarabcs.org/interconnection). Another comprehensive source of information is the annu-
al “Freeing the Grid” report (www.newenergychoices.org/upload/freeing	thegrid2008_report.pdf).
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credit for all surplus generation (total generation less total 
consumption). State net metering rules typically set limits on 
project size (that may range from as little as 40kW to as much 
as 2mW) and caps on the aggregate amount of capacity that 
a utility is required to net meter (generally a percentage of peak 
demand). The arguments that utilities have often used against 
net metering is that an independent generator is essentially 
using the distribution system as a “free battery”—drawing 
power from the utility when the renewable system is not op-
erating and sending excess power back to the utility at any 
time regardless of the utility’s need for that power. However, 
in practice, the collective generating capacity of these dis-
tributed systems is at this point so small as to have nominal 
impact on a utility’s planning or distribution system.

most interconnection and net metering standards are not 
applicable to municipal electric systems or rural electric co-
operatives which fall outside the jurisdiction of the public 
utility commissions. However, it is important for legislatures 
to consider expanding these rules to include municipalities 
and co-ops so that these customers can also install and  
benefit from distributed generation.

Information on existing net metering programs can be found 
in the same references as those listed above for Interconnection.

federal incentives

Federal tax credits, grants and loan guarantees for renew-
able energy play an important role in leveraging state 
resources. The extension of and modifications to these 

incentive programs in the recently-passed ArrA further 
strengthen their value. At the same time, utilization of certain 
state incentives can impact the value of the federal incentives.17 
A detailed discussion of these federal incentives is beyond 
the scope of this toolkit; however, the principal incentives  
are described briefly below:

InvESTMEnT	Tax	CREDITS
Solar systems (both PV and water heating), small wind systems 
(under 100kW) and fuel cells can claim a 30% investment tax 
credit (with no dollar limit) for projects placed in service through 
2016. The ArrA extends the eligibility for this tax credit to com-
mercial-scale wind projects through 2012 and to geothermal, 
biomass and marine energy projects placed in service through 
2013 if the owner elects not to take a production tax credit instead.

CaSh	GRanTS
The ArrA allows renewable energy system owners to tempo-
rarily take a 30% cash grant in lieu of a tax credit. This provision 
was included to respond to the reduced tax liability of corpo-

rations which invest in renewable energy projects. To be eligible 
for these cash grants, wind energy projects must be completed 
by 2012, biomass and geothermal projects by 2013 and solar 
and fuel cell projects by 2016. 

PRoDuCTIon	Tax	CREDITS
commercial wind, geothermal and closed-loop biomass facil-
ities (selling power to a 3rd party) continue to be eligible for 
a federal production tax credit (currently $0.021/kWh) for sys-
tems placed in service by the end of 2012 (2013 for geothermal 
and biomass). Open-loop biomass projects (including anaerobic 
digesters) receive a PTc of $0.01/kWh. The PTc runs for 10 years 
from the date a facility is placed in service. 

aCCElERaTED	DEPRECIaTIon
Solar, wind and geothermal projects placed in service in 2009 
are eligible for “bonus depreciation”, allowing the project owner 
to depreciate 50% of the project cost in the first year of oper-
ation. These projects are also subject to modified Accelerated 
cost recovery System (mAcrS) depreciation which allows 
depreciation over 5 years, far shorter than these project’s useful 
lives. There is no “placed in service” deadline for mAcrS. The 
time-value of money makes these favorable depreciation 
rules a significant incentive for tax-paying entities.

DEPaRTMEnT	oF	aGRICulTuRE	REnEWaBlE	EnERGY	
GRanTS	anD	loan	GuaRanTEES
This competitive program, administered through USdA rural 
development, provides up to $500,000 in grant assistance 
(maximum of 25% of project cost) or $25 million in loan guar-
antees per qualified project. The program will also fund project 
feasibility studies. Assistance is available only to agricultural 
producers, rural small businesses and rural electric cooperatives. 
This program can further leverage state programs and is also 
useful in states where state clean energy funds cannot sup-
port projects in the service territories of municipal electric  
or rural cooperative utilities since the federal program has  
no such restriction.

DEPaRTMEnT	oF	EnERGY	loan	GuaRanTEE	PRoGRaM
Title XVII of the energy Policy Act of 2005 established a loan 
guarantee program to support early commercial deployment 
of advanced energy technologies. The authorized funding for 
this program was significantly expanded in 2009 through the 
ArrA, specifically to support renewable energy ($8.5 billion) 
and grid modernization. In the near future, this program may 
shift the responsibility for making loan guarantee decisions out to 
“designated lending authorities”, commercial banks and pos-
sibly state finance authorities at the state level. Information 
on this program can be found at www.lgprogram.doe.gov.

17 For detailed discussions of the interactions between state and federal incentives, see, for example, the recent LbL/ceSA case study, “Shaking Up the  
residential PV market: Implications of recent changes to the ITc,” November 2008, available at www.cleanenergystates.org.
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Among the array of financing and policy tools presented 
in this Toolkit, there is no one best tool. rather, each 
tool has merit, depending on the specific financial and 

administrative resources available, the targeted technologies 
and project sizes, the underlying energy markets and regula-
tions in a state, the objectives of a clean energy program, and 
the market price and acceptance of a given technology. States 
should adopt a portfolio of tools to support a variety of tech-
nologies and projects. At the same time, states should avoid 
a “shotgun” approach in offering too many programs which 
are insufficiently targeted, inadequately funded and/or cannot 
be administratively supported or marketed. Finally, programs 
need to have staying power. While programs can and should 
be modified to reflect changing market conditions, programs 
require several years to mature and build market awareness. 

Just as in a stock portfolio, program managers should avoid 
“churning” program offerings.

The tens of thousands of renewable energy projects that have 
been supported by state clean energy funds through grants 
and rebates over the past decade is an indication of the success 
of these incentives in driving renewable energy markets.18 
Furthermore, the recent grants to state energy offices through 
the American recovery and reinvestment Act give states the 
seed capital to begin to develop sustainable clean energy 
financing programs. by using the tools described in this re-
port to address financing, market and regulatory gaps, states 
and their constituents can build a long-term market transfor-
mation for renewable energy.

conclusions

18 See http://www.cleanenergystates.org/Publications/cesa-database_summary_v8.pdf
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below is a listing of current ceSA members.  
See http://www.cleanenergystates.org/Funds for more information.

Alaska energy Authority 
Arizona department of commerce—energy Office 
california energy commission 
colorado Governor’s energy Office—renewable energy Programs 
connecticut clean energy Fund 
district of columbia department of the environment—energy Office 
Illinois clean energy community Foundation 
maryland energy Administration 
massachusetts renewable energy Trust 
Minnesota	•	Xcel	Energy	Renewable	Development	Fund	
New Jersey bPU clean energy Program 
New York State energy research and development Authority (NYSerdA) 
Ohio department of development—Ohio energy Office 
energy Trust of Oregon 
Sustainable development Fund of The reinvestment Fund (PA)
West Penn Power Sustainable energy Fund 
Vermont clean energy development Fund 
Wisconsin Focus on energy

appendix:  listing of state clean energy funds

clean energy States Alliance (ceSA) is a nonprofit organization comprised of members from  
16 clean energy funds and two state agencies; it provides information and technical services to 
its members and works with them to build and expand clean energy markets in the United States. 
clean energy States Alliance member funds have many years of experience in establishing these 
programs and utilizing these financing tools. They know what has been successful (and unsuccess-
ful) in moving clean energy markets and continue to experiment and innovate as markets, avail-
able funding, policies and program objectives change. ceSA members frequently share their ex-
perience with each other and are also willing to assist new states as they design and implement 
clean energy programs. For more information or to join ceSA, visit www.cleanenergystates.org 
or call 802-223-2554.
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